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DCOMP
Message from the Chair
Dear Colleagues,
The last year has been an interesting one for DCOMP. Our
involvement in Conference on Computational Physics 2005
(CCP2005) has made planning for the March meeting very exciting
and challenging. We are coordinating CCP2005 with the DCOMP
annual meeting, which will take place in Los Angeles as part of the
APS March meeting. We’ve put together a truly outstanding program
for DCOMP/CCP2005, starting with a plenary session on the Sunday
preceding the March meeting containing nine outstanding speakers.
The session will begin at 9 am on Sunday and finish with a cheese-and-
wine reception. Please inform your colleagues registered for the March
Meeting that they may attend the Sunday session at no additional cost
(see also message from the Program Chair).

There are a number of other issues I wish to mention. First, I want to
urge the membership to be much more proactive in nominating our
deserving colleagues for Fellowship in the APS. This is a high honor
that adds value to our colleagues’ professional lives, yet we are not
even entering as many nominations as there are fellowship slots
available! In contrast, other APS divisions typically have two to three
times as many candidates as slots. Second, it is important to get a
robust slate of candidates to run for our leadership positions. In
particular, we had an issue this year because our Chair-Elect, Bob
Swendsen, had to step down for personal reasons. This means that the
DCOMP election this year is unusual in that we will be voting for
someone to replace Bob as well as the usual slate. Sam Trickey and
other members of the Nominating Committee have come up with an
excellent slate of candidates, and they deserve our gratitude for dealing
with a challenging and unusual situation in a constrained time frame.

Finally, as I pass the Chair to Lee Collins, I wish to express my
pleasure at having the opportunity to serve DCOMP and to work with
such a great group of people. I am pleased at how Lee and I have
worked together to produce an outstanding program for the CCP2005/
March meeting. Lee will do a great job as your new Chair. Numerous
individuals on the Program and Nominating Committee deserve thanks
for help in creating the program for the March meeting and for pitching
in when needed. As I step down I want to single out two individuals,
Jerry Bernholc and Mei-Yin Chou, for special thanks. Without their
help, this would have been a much tougher two years. DCOMP is
lucky to have them in leadership roles.

Barry I. Schneider

Election Issue
See end of newsletter for
candidate statements.
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DCOMP Annual Meeting Los Angeles, March 20-25, 2005

Message from the Chair-Elect
We have an exciting program organized for the March Meeting. Our usual annual conference in conjunction this
APS meeting also involves joint sponsorship with the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP)
and the European Physical Society of the Conference on Computational Physics (CCP2005). Current information
is available from the Division's website at www.aps.org/units/dcomp.

We have expanded the program to include a full set of sessions on Sunday with a stellar cast of speakers. In
addition, we have ten Focus Sessions (FS) and seven Invited Symposia, a full listing of which appears below. A
large portion of which will occur on Monday and Tuesday to form the core of CCP2005. We hope that all
DCOMP members will come a day early to participate fully in the Sunday session. —Lee Collins

DCOMP Meeting: Focus Sessions

1) Novel Computational Algorithms DCOMP 17.13.2
Organizers: Mark A Novotny and Ronald E Mickens

Prof. Erik Luijten, University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign

The Geometric Cluster Algorithm:
Simulating Complex Fluids

Pedro M. Jordan, Naval Research Laboratory
Simple but Effective Finite Difference
Methods for Simulating Shock Phenomena
Arising in Continuum Mechanics

2) Simulation of Matter at Extreme Conditions
DCOMP/DMP/GSCCM 19.9.2
Organizers: S. Mazevet and C. While

Alejandro Strachan, Los Alamos National
Laboratory

Reactive Molecular Dynamics And
Mesoscopic Modeling Of The Mechanical
And Chemical Response Of Materials Under
Dynamical Loading

Stanimir A. Bonev, Dalhousie University
Melting And Metallization Of Compressed
Hydrogen: Predictions From First Principles

3) Theory of Nanotubes and Carbon Based Nanostructures
DCOMP/DMP 7.7.7
Organizers: Vincent Meunier and Amitesh Maiti

Susan Sinnott, University of Florida,
Nanotube-Based Structures by Electron and
Ion Beam Irradiation

Sylvain Latil, University of Sussex
Mesoscopic Transport in Carbon Nanotubes
Doped with Boron and Nitrogen Substitution

Humberto Terrones, IPICyT
Magnetic Properties of Carbon
Nanostructures: The Role of Negative and
Positive Curvature

4) Simulations and Theory of Complex Materials
DCOMP/DMP 7.7.1
Organizers: Wei Yim Ching and Lubos Mitas

Normand A. Modine, Sandia National
Laboratories

Multiscale Modeling of Small Molecules in
Zeolite-4A

Lizhi Ouyang, University of Missouri-Kansas
City

Electronic Structure and Bonding in Complex
Biomolecules

Dr. Xiangyang Huang, University of Minnesota
First-Principles Study Of Magnetic
Compounds And Quantum Dots

Jeffrey C. Grossman, Lawrence Livermore Nat
Laboratory

Accurate Energies for Molecular Dynamics
Simulations of Molecules and Liquids

5) Superconductivity: Theory & Computation DCOMP
17.13.3
Organizers: Igor Mazin and Ole Krogh Andersen

Dr. Matteo Calandra, Universitet Pierre et Marie
Curie

Harmonic and Anharmonic Phonons in
MgB2

Dr. Eberhard Gross, Freie Universitat Berlin
Density Functional Theory of
Superconductivity.

Dr. Alexander Golubov, University of Twente
Eliashberg Theory of Multiband
Superconductors.

Jens Krotus, Institut de Physique et Chimie des
Materiaux de Strasbourg

Using First-Principles Calculations For
Understanding MgB2
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6) Earth and Planetary Material DCOMP 19.9.1
Organizers: B. Militzer

Dr. Artem R. Oganov, Laboratory of
Crystallography

Theoretical And Experimental Evidence For
A Post-Perovskite Phase Of Mgsio3 In
Earth's D" Layer

Professor Anders Nilsson, Stanford University
X-Ray Spectroscopy Of Liquid Water

Prof. James Badro, Universitat Paris
Spin Transitions In Perovskites At High
Pressure

7) MultiScale Analysis of Ions in Solutions, Proteins, and
Channels: Computation (DBP/DCOMP) 10.17.13
Organizers: Bob Eisenberg and Gerhard Hummer

U. Ravaioli, Univ. of Illinois-UC
How Does Computational Electronics Deal
With Charge Movement Across Multiple
Scales?

Montgomey Petit, University of Houston
How Does Computational Chemistry Deal
With Movement Across Multiple Scales?

8) MultiScale Analysis of Ions in Solutions, Proteins, and
Channels: Analysis DBP/DCOMP 10.17.14
Organizers: Bob Eisenberg and Gerhard Hummer

Boaz Nadler, Yale University
Multiscale Approach To Ions In Solution,
Proteins And Channels: From Brownian
Dynamics To Continuum Equations

Benoit Roux, Cornell Univ Weill Med Col

9) Pathways to Practical Quantum Computing
DAMOP/DCOMP 21.15.3
Organizers: C. Clark and L. Collins

Hideo Mabuchi, Caltech
Measurement And Control In Quantum
Information Sciences

Isaac Chuang , MIT
Thresholds For Reliable Quantum
Computation

Ivan Deutsch, Univ. of New Mexico
Quantum Control Of Ultracold Atom
Collisions For Quantum Logic Gates

10) Computational Nanoscience DAMOP/DCOMP/DMP
21.15.4
Organizers: Mei-Yin Chou, Andrew Williamson, Abdelkader Kara,
and Hossein R Sadeghpour

C. Delerue, Lille
Simulations Of Semiconductor Nanoparticles

M. Stoneham, University College London
Future Directions In The Simulation Of
Nanomaterials

R. Ferrando, University of Genoa
Simulations Of Metallic Nanoparticles

DCOMP Business Meeting
Palos Verdes Room, Westin Hotel
Wednesday, March 23, 2005, 5:30-7:00PM
Executive Committee meeting to follow
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DCOMP Meeting: Invited Symposia

1) QUANTUM INFORMATION MEETS DENSITY-MATRIX
RENORMALIZATION: TIME-EVOLUTION OF QUANTUM
SYSTEMS
CHAIR: Prof. Steven R. White, University of California Irvine

Dr. Jose Gaite, Consejo Superior de
Investigaciones Cientificas

On The Link Between Quantum Information
Theory & DMRG

Prof. Dr. Ulrich Schollwoeck, RWTH Aachen
University

On Adaptive Time-Dependent DMRG Based
On Trotter Decompositions

Dr. Adrian Feiguin, University of California
Irvine

On Adaptive Time-Dependent DMRG Based
On Runge-Kutta Methods

Dr. Guifre Vidal, California Institute of
Technology

On The Simulation Of Dissipative Time-
Dependent Systems

Dr. Frank Verstraete, Max-Planck Institut fuer
Quantenoptik

On The Matrix Product Formulation Of
DMRG And The Extension Of DMRG To
Two-Dimensional Quantum Systems

2) CORRELATED ELECTRONS
Anders W. Sandvik, Boston University

Magnetic To Valence-Bond-Solid Transition
In A S=1/2 XY Model With Ring-Exchange

Walter Temmerman, Daresbury Laboratory, UK
Localization-Delocalization Transitions In
Strongly Correlated Electron Systems

Martin Head-Gordon, Lawrence Berkeley
Nationl Lab

Fast Methods For Evaluating Molecular
Electron Correlation Energies

A. K. McMahan, Lawrence Livermore National
Lab

Correlation effects in the compressed rare
earth metals

Mark Jarrell, University of Cincinnati
Dynamical Cluster Mean Field Simulations
Of The Hubbard Model

3) THEORETICAL and COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES of WATER:
Recent progress and open challenges
F.Sciortino, Dipartimento di Fisica Roma I (La
Sapienza)

Super-Cooled And Glassy Water And Liquid-
Liquid Phase Transitions: A Computer
Simulation Perspective

Prof. R.Car, Princeton University
Ab-Initio Simulations Of The Electronic And
Dielectric Properties Of Water

Dr. Eric R. Schwegler, Lawrence Livermore
National Lab

Water At Ambient Conditions And Under
Pressure: Evolution Of Structural And
Electronic Properties Upon Compression
From Ab-Initio Simulations

Prof. Gregory A. Voth, University of Utah
The Hydrated Proton And Proton Transport:
Computer Simulation Results

Prof. Lars Pettersson, Stockholm University
X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy And
Electronic Structure Calculations Of Water
And Ice

4) EXTREME COMPUTING
John Blondin, North Carolina State Univ

Exploring The Physics Of Supernova
Explosions

William Tang, Princeton Univ
Advances And Challenges In Computational
Plasma Science

Thomas Maier, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Does The 2D Hubbard Model Describe
High-Temperature Superconductors?

William Collins, National Center for
Atmospheric Research

Prospects For An Earth System Model To
Study Global Climate Change In Global
Climate Modeling

5) FRONTIERS IN COMPUTATIONAL MATERIALS
William Butler, Univ of Alabama

Discovery Of Record High Tunneling
Magnetoresistance In Spin-Valves With Mgo
Spacer Layers

Balazs Ujfalussy Research Inst for Solid State
Physics

Unusual Magnetic Anisotropies In Artificial
Surface Nanostructures: Nano-Wires,
Corals, And Particles On Pt And Cu
Substrates.

Elbio Dagotto, Univ of Tennesse
Emergence Of Complex States In CMR
Manganites And Hgiht-Tc Cuprates

Stafano Curtarolo, Duke University
Accuracy Of High Throughput Ab-Initio
Methods In Predicting The Crystal Structures
Of Metals: Review Of 80 Binary Alloys
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Wanda Andreoni, IBM
Ab-Initio Simulations Of Systems Of
Biochemical And Biological Interests

6) (Joint with DBP) THE FACTS OF LIFE: DATA-DRIVEN
APPROACHES TO SYSTEMS BIOLOGY
Chair: Chris Wiggins, Columbia University

A Predictive Approach For Reverse-
Engineering Genetic Networks

Gustavo A. Stolovitzky, IBM T.J. Watson
Research Center

Function-Centric Of Gene Expression Data:
Profiling Functional Differences In Similar
Phenotypes

Leonid Mirny, Harvard-MIT
Discovering Modularity Of Biological And
Engineered Networks

Nikolaus Rajewsky, NYU
Decoding The Genome- Computational
Identification Of Microrna Targets

7) MODELING LARGE-SCALE DIOLOGICAL DATA
Chair: Orly Alter, University of Texas at Austin

Eric Siggia, Rockefeller University
Evolution And Development: What Can
Physics Contribute

Michael Zhang, SUNY Stony
Brook Combinatorial Regulation Of
Transcriptional Gene Networks

Orly Alter, University of Texas at Austin
Genomic Signal Processing: Predicting
Basic Molecular Biological Principles

Uri Alon, Weizmann Institute of Science
Simplicity In Biology

Sigeo Ihara, University of Tokyo
Protein Interaction Networks From
Literature Mining

Fellowship Program
In 2004 the Division of Computational Physics had six
members elevated to Fellowship in the APS. We
congratulate these colleagues on being so honored.
The new fellows are:

Berg, Bernd A.
Florida State University
For pioneering lattice gauge theory simulations, innovative
contributions to Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms and
their applications to Statistical Physics.

Harris, Frank E.
University of Florida
For innovative contributions, over a 50-year period and still
continuing, to methods of electronic structure computation
for atoms, molecules, and solids, and to the underlying
mathematics.

Mazin, Igor Ilich
Naval Research Laboratory
For contribution to the quantitative theory of materials,
including superconducting, magnetic and transport
properties, using ab initio computational methods.

Peterkin, Robert Edwin
Air Force Research Laboratory
For visionary research and leadership in developing advanced
computational methods in plasma physics and applying them
to systems of geometric complexity.

Scalettar, Richard T.
University of California
For pioneering contributions to the development and
application of quantum Monte Carlo techniques to study
phase transitions and collective states in strongly interacting
systems.

Rognlien, Thomas Dale
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
For seminal contributions to the modeling of tokamak edge
plasmas and their interaction with bounding surfaces, and to
the understanding of heating and transport in collisional and
RF-excited plasmas.
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Special DCOMP/CCP2005 Plenary Session at March Meeting
Sunday, March 20, 2005
DCOMP is hosting this year’s Conference in Computational Physics in conjunction with the APS March
Meeting. Those registered for the March Meeting are eligible to attend all CCP2005 events. There will be a
special plenary session at the Westin Hotel on the Sunday preceding the March meeting, which you will not
want to miss. The speakers have made important contributions to computational physics and have a broad
perspective on its impact in physics research:

Time Speaker Title

9:00 - 9:45 Uzi Landman Computations As Tools For Discovery: Physics
And Chemistry In The Nonscalable And Emergent
Regimes

9:45 - 10:30 Philip Burke R-Matrix Theory: Application To Atomic,
Molecular And Optical Processes

10:30 - 11:00 - Coffee Break

11:00 - 11:45 Michael Klein Coarse Grain Models For The Simulation Of Soft
Matter And Biomaterials

11:45 - 12:30 David Vanderbilt Polarization, Electric Fields, And Dielectric
Response In Insulators

12:30 - 2:15 - Lunch

2:15 - 3:00 John Preskill How More Is Different: A Quantum Information
Perspective

3:00 - 3:45 Marvin Cohen Conceptual And Computational Progress In
Modeling Materials

3:45 - 4:15 - Coffee Break

4:15 - 5:00 Jeremiah Ostriker Computation has made Cosmology an "Exact"
Science

5:00 - 7:00 - Dinner

7:00 - 7:45 Leo Kadanoff Effective Scientific Simulations

7:45 - 8:30 Robert Laughlin The Physical Basis Of Computabilty

8:30 - 10 pm - Wine And Cheese Reception

Attendance at the Sunday session is free from those registered for the APS March Meeting. Others will be
charged the one-day APS registration fee. We request that you preregister via the APS Web site for the
events you wish to attend; this will make it easier for all on Sunday morning. DCOMP will have APS
bulletins and badges available on Sunday before the plenary session.
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DCOMP 2004–2005 Committees
Information Committee  
Rubin Landau, Newsletter Editor
rubin@physics.orst.edu
Amy Young, Web Editor - amyoung@uiuc.edu
Peter Reynolds, Membership Coordinator -
pjr@ohm.nrl.navy.mil
Nominating Committee 
Sam Trickey  (U. Florida), Chair (2004-2005)
trickey@qtp.ufl.edu
Members: Adriana Moreo (Florida State U) 2003-
05, Rubin Landau (Oregon State) 2003-05, Frank
Harrris (University of Florida)  2004-06.
Program Committee
Barry Schneider, bschneid@nsf.gov
Belita Koiller, bk@if.ufrj.br
Bob Swendsen, swendsen@andrew.cmu.edu
Daryl Hess, dhess@nsf.gov
Doug Toussaint, doug@physics.arizona.edu
Enge Wang, egwang@aphy.iphy.ac.cn
Greytar Tryggvason, gretar@wpi.edu
Gulia Galli, galligygi1@llnl.gov
Jerry Bernholc, bernholc@ncsu.edu
Jia-Ming Li, lijm@sjtu.edu.cn
Kiyoyuki Terakura, k-terakura@aist.go.jp
Lee Collins, lac@t4.lanl.gov
Matthias Schellfler, scheffler@FHI-Berlin.MPG.de
Mei-Yin Chou, meiyin.chou@physics.gatech.edu
Phil Burke, p.burke@qub.ac.uk
Thomas Schulthess, schulthesstc@ornl.gov
International Liaison Committee 
Rubin R. Landau (Oregon State U), Chair -
rubin@physics.orst.edu
Members: David Landau (U. Georgia), Estela
Blaisten-Barojas (George Mason U).
Fellowship Committee for 2004
Jerry Bernholc (NCSU) Chair - bernholc@ncsu.edu
Members: Ramesh K. Agarwal, Washington
University in St. Louis (rka@me.wustl.edu);
George F. Bertsch, University of Washington
(bertsch@mocha.phys.washington.edu); Mark A.
Novotny, Mississippi State University
(man40@ra.msstate.edu); Peter Reynolds, Army
Research Office (peter.reynolds@us.army.mil)
Deadline for nominations for fellowship is April
15, 2005.

Rahman Prize Committee
The 2006 committee will be appointed in the near
future. The 2005 committee was:
Sidney Yip (MIT),Chair- syip@mit.edu
Members: Robert Peterkin (12/04), Steven White
(12/04), Jerry Bernholc (v. chair)(12/05), Michael
Klein (12/05) Information concerning this award is
at http://www.aps.org/praw/rahman/. The
nomination deadline for the 2006 award is July 1,
2005.
Metropolis Award Committee 
Francis Alexander (LANL), Chair - fja@lanl.gov,
Members: Estela Blaisten (George Mason
University),  Bruce Boghosian (Tufts University);
Matthew Choptuik (U. of British Columbia),  Mark
Robbins (Johns Hopkins University)
Information concerning this award is at
http://www.aps.org/praw/metropol/. The
nomination deadline for the 2005 award was
November 15, 2004.
2005 Aneesur Rahman Award
Uzi Landman, Georgia Institute of Technology,
"For pioneering computations that have generated
unique insights into the physics of materials at the
nanometer length scale, thereby fostering new
theoretical and experimental research."
2004 Metropolis Award
Joerg Rottler, Johns Hopkins University, "For his
innovative research on the simulation and analysis
of crazes and fractures glassy materials."
2005 Metropolis Award
Harold Pfeiffer, Cornell University
Rahman Prize and Metropolis Award
Call for Nominees
Division members who wish to nominate deserving
colleagues or students for the Rahman or
Metropolis Prizes are encouraged to do so.
Nominations are open to scientists of all
nationalities regardless of the geographical site at
which the work was done. The Rahman prize shall
ordinarily be awarded to one person, but a prize
may be shared among recipients when all recipients
have contributed to the same accomplishments.
The nomination deadline for the 2006 Rahman
or Metropolis awards is July 1, 2005.
Web pages: http://www.aps.org/praw/rahman/ and
http://www.aps.org/praw/metropol/.
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Message from a Past Chair
This article was inadvertently lost from previous newsletter.
In Winter 2003 DCOMP newsletter, I noted a
recent article in which Francis Sullivan of IDA and
Jack Dongarra of ORNL/U.Tennessee listed what
they believe to be the top ten computational
algorithms of the 20th century.  In my “message
from the Chair,” I questioned if our present
investment strategy for R&D in computational
physics was sufficient to ensure a similar high
quality list could be produced for the 21st century.   
I asked the DCOMP membership to let me know
their thoughts.

Well, a few of you chimed in.  Whereas nobody
explicitly stated that our level of investment in
algorithm development was too high, most were
pretty upbeat about the pace of innovation in
computational algorithms. Examples:

One colleague was stunned that the no method for
computational chemistry was even mentioned.  He
pointed out that John A. Pople of Northwestern
University was awarded the 1998 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry “for his development of computational
methods in quantum chemistry.” Pople shared this
prize with Walter Kohn of the University of
California at Santa Barbara “for his development of
the density-functional theory.” Pople worked on ab-
initio methods for solving electronic structure of
molecules leading to the development of the
GAUSSIAN computer program.  GAUSSIAN is
not a single algorithm; it is in some sense a
computational toolbox of extensive functionality
(including Kohn’s density-functional theory) for
computing the electronic structure of molecules and
for predicting many important molecular properties.

Another colleague thought the World Wide Web
ought to be included.  When challenged that this is
certainly not a single algorithm, he narrowed his
idea to crawler-based search engines and fast
database searches such as those used by Google
(http://www.google.com/corporate/). Not a bad
thought, I concluded.  In fact I suspect that anyone
reading this has used Google at least once in the
past week.  The same probably cannot be said of
any of the algorithms that made the Dongarra-
Sullivan top ten list.

Speaking of the WWW, Peter Mardahl reminded
me that public-key encryption enables huge

numbers of internet transactions to take place in a
secure manner.  Public key cryptography (PKC)
was invented in 1976 by Whitfield Diffie and
Martin Hellman from Stanford University and
Ralph Merkle from the University of California at
Berkeley (see, e.g., "New directions in
cryptography," IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, IT-
22, 6, 1976, pp.644-654).  The Diffie-Hellman-
Merkle key exchange algorithm overturned the
long-help belief of the cryptography community
that the only way for two parties to establish secure
communications was to first exchange a secret key.
The Diffie-Hellman-Merkle key exchange
algorithm provided an implementation for secure
key distribution, but didn't implement digital
signatures.  This shortcoming led Ronald Rivest,
Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman (RSA) from
MIT to seek and discover a practical asymmetric
algorithm (one that is solvable in polynomial time
whereas the inverse is solvable in exponential time)
that now forms the basis for digital signature
technology.

Finally, several of my friends from the
computational fluid dynamics community pointed
out that modern shock-capturing methods have
evolved over the years to allow accurate, stable,
and non-dissipative simulations of discontinuous
flows in many useful and realistic geometries.
Many of these advances are a consequence of the
pioneering work of Sergei K. Godunov.  As stated
by Bram van Leer in “An Introduction to the
Article ‘Reminiscences about Difference Schemes’
by S. K. Godunov,” (Journal of Computational
Physics 153, pp 1-5, 1999), many of today’s state-
of-the-art codes for simulating compressible flow
have their roots in a single paper by S. K. Godunov
based on his Ph.D. thesis (Mat. Sb. 47, 271, 1959).
Godunov techniques, used in fields as diverse as
semiconductor modeling, civil and military
aeronautics, general circulation modeling, planetary
space physics, dense plasma physics, and
relativistic astrophysics, are ubiquitous and
important.  They key point here is that the Godunov
algorithm probably deserves mention as a “top-10”
candidate, and that research in advanced and
higher-order Godunov techniques is healthy.

Robert E. Peterkin, Jr.
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DCOMP 2005 Elections

Candidates
Chair-elect:
James R. Chelikowsky (Univ. Texas at Austin)
Giulia Galli (Lawrence Livermore Lab.)
Vice Chair:
Anne Chaka (NIST)
Tomas de la Rubia (LLNL)

Member-at-Large:
Carleton DeTar (Univ. Utah)
Oriol Valls (Univ. Minnesota)
Duane D. Johnson (Univ. Illinois)
Matthias Troyer (ETH Zuerich

Candidates Chair-Elect
Jim Chelikowsky holds an
endowed chair within the Institute
for Computational Engineering
and Sciences (ICES) at the
University of Texas at Austin
where he is Professor of Physics,
Professor of Chemical
Engineering, and Professor of
Chemistry and Biochemistry. He
is also the Director of the Center for
Computational Materials within ICES.
He received his Ph.D. in condensed matter
physics from the University of California at
Berkeley in 1975. He worked at Bell Labs as
postdoctoral fellow, at the University of Oregon
as an assistant professor and at Exxon Corporate
Research Science Labs as a group leader in
theoretical physics and chemistry. In 1987, he
joined the faculty at the University of Minnesota,
where he was named an Institute of Technology
Distinguished Professor. He left Minnesota for
his position at Texas in January 2005.
He served on the executive committee in the
Division of Materials Physics of the American
Physical Society from 1993 to 1996, and served
as Division Chair in 2003.
He was elected a Fellow of the American
Physical Society in 1987.
In 1995, he was awarded a John Simon
Guggenheim Fellowship. He was the Neal
Amundson Professor at Minnesota that year and
a Miller Institute Professor at the University of
California in 1999. In 2001, he was awarded the
David Turnbull Lectureship Award by the
Materials Research Society.
His research activities center on the development
of high performance algorithms to predict and
understand the properties of materials. His work
in computational materials physics encompasses

diverse areas such as the optical and dielectric
properties of semiconductors, surfaces and
interfaces in solids, point and extended defects in
electronic materials, pressure induced
amorphization and disordered systems, clusters
and confined systems, the diffusion and
microstructure of liquids, molecular electronics
and nanoscale phenomena. He has published
over 250 papers, and authored or edited five
books.

Candidate Statement: Computational physics
represents one of the most exciting disciplines in
contemporary science, and enthusiasm for work in
this area shows no abatement or saturation. Like
most leading edge endeavors, computational
physics spans more than one discipline.
Unquestionably, one would be hard pressed to
find an area in physics that has not been strongly
influenced by computational approaches. As such,
DCOMP represents in some sense all divisions of
the American Physical Society and its mission
should reflect this circumstance.

I believe the key role of DCOMP is to serve as a
focal point for these various and diverse
disciplines. DCOMP should emphasize the
necessity of broadly based and widely available
computational tools and methods, and to
advocate their use in all areas of physics.

Also, I believe the particular direction and outlook
of DCOMP policy should come from the
membership itself. For example, I strongly support
the focused session’s format. This format allows
the membership to propose the research areas
highlighted and to select the invited speakers.
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Giulia Galli is the Quantum
Simulations Group Leader in
the Physics and Advanced
Technologies Directorate at the
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL). She
received a Ph.D. degree in
Physics from the International
School for Advanced Studies in
Trieste, Italy in 1986. After
postdoctoral positions at the University of
Illinois at Urbana Champaign and the IBM
Research Division in Zurich, Switzerland, she
joined the Swiss Institute for Numerical
Research at the Swiss Poly-technical School in
Lausanne, where she was Senior Researcher and
then Senior Scientist. In 1998 she moved to
LLNL as a Staff Scientist. In 2000, she received
a Department of Energy/Defense Program award
of excellence for “Technical Excellence in
Advanced Simulations” and in 2001 she was
awarded two LLNL Awards of Excellence, by
the Defense and Nuclear Technology and the
Computation Directorates, respectively. She was
elected a Fellow of the American Physical
Society in 2003. Her current research activity is
focused on computational investigations of
systems and processes relevant to condensed
matter physics, physical chemistry, materials and
nano-science, using quantum simulations, in
particular ab-initio Molecular Dynamics and
Quantum Monte Carlo techniques. Topics of
current interest include nanostructures and
complex surfaces, as well as modeling bio-
molecules in solution and fluids and solids under
pressure.

Candidate statement: In the last decade, scientific
computing has been playing an increasingly
important role in solving key problems in different
disciplines encompassing Physics, Chemistry and
Biology. Computer simulations are now reaching
the point where they are on a par with laboratory
experiment and mathematical theory as predictive
tools for innovative research in science and
engineering. Building on its strength as an
interdisciplinary organization, the Division of
Computation Physics should facilitate the
exchange of information about algorithmic
advances, new computational techniques and
codes among the traditional Physics disciplines
represented in the APS, as well as establish
connections to the divisions of other Societies
devoted to the promotion of scientific computing
(e.g. Computational Chemistry of the ACS, SIAM
and the MRS). This may be accomplished by joint
special workshops, joint tutorial activities at
National Meetings and web sites with up to date
information about new computational techniques
and related applications. The Division should also
be involved in promoting educational activities in
Computational Physics and Scientific Computing,
in particular help promoting new curricula
including a robust formation in numerical
algorithms and modern programming techniques.
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Candidates for Vice-Chair

Anne Chaka is currently Group
Leader for Computational
Chemistry at the National
Institute of Standards and
Technology in Gaithersburg,
Maryland. After receiving her
Ph.D. in theoretical chemistry
from Case Western Reserve
University in 1992, she spent 10
years at The Lubrizol Corporation as head of the
computational chemistry and physics program.
Previously, she has been Technical Director of
ICN Biomedicals, Inc., a research chemist for
Ferro Corporation, and a Cray programming
consultant to Case Western Reserve University
for the Ohio Supercomputer Center. She has
served on the Executive Committee of the
Physical Chemistry Division and as Secretary of
the Theoretical Subdivision of the American
Chemical Society, Secretary of the
Computational Molecular Science and
Engineering Forum for the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, NIH Chemical Diversity
Roadmap committee, and on the review panel for
the National Energy Technology Laboratory
(DOE). She has served on organizing
committees for the Industrial Fluid Properties
Simulation Challenge, NSF Cyber-Enabled
Chemistry Workshop, and Foundations of
Molecular Modeling and Simulation
Conferences in 2003 and 2006. She organized
the first EURESCO conference on Integrating
Theoretical Physics and Biology entitled
“Biophysics from First Principles: From the
Electronic to the Mesoscale”. She was also a
panel member on the NSF-sponsored study of
over 256 companies and institutions worldwide
entitled “Industrial Applications of Molecular
and Materials Modeling”.
Active areas of research include using quantum
mechanics to obtain atomistic descriptions of
metal oxide surface chemistry in complex
environments and hybrid quantum-classical
methods to predict mechanical properties of
metal alloys. Our group also focuses on
development and validation of theoretical
methods for gas- and condensed-phase
thermochemistry and kinetics, molecular
electronics, sensors, and atomic-layer deposition.

Candidate Statement: Computational physics will
continue to have an increasingly profound effect
on the understanding of matter, energy, materials,
chemistry and the life sciences. Encouraging
multidisciplinary interactions and exchange
through forums, symposia, workshops and
speakers should continue to be a high priority of
the Division - from exploring new theories of
fundamental phenomena to developing
complicated simulations with immediate
engineering relevance.

Computational physics is most effective when
integrated with experiment. Some of the greatest
successes have come from providing mechanistic
insight and a rational, strategic approach to
problem solving and design. Too often, however,
available experimental data are too limited to
enable extension, generalization, or validation of
computational methods across the periodic table
or a broad range of conditions. Therefore we need
to go beyond providing specific experimental
guidance and interpretation and begin to ask:
What new experiments should be done to advance
the science of computational physics itself? For
example, nanoscale systems require property,
structure, and defect measurements at a finer
resolution than is currently routinely available to
ensure that the essential physics is being captured
in a computational model. For complex systems
requiring multiscale techniques, quantum
mechanics and macroscopic experimental
observations provide solid foundations at the two
extremes, but additional data are needed to
develop more robust algorithms and predictive
methods for the mesoscopic range. Delineating
the need for new experiments and engaging
experimentalists in key workshops and symposia
will serve to accelerate and validate scientific
development in computational physics and
broaden the impact of our work.
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Tomás Díaz de la Rubia is
Associate Director for
Chemistry and Materials
Science at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL).
Tomás obtained his PhD in 1989
at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, his major
being computational physics.
After completing a LLNL
postdoctoral appointment in the
fusion energy program, Tomas
became the first group leader of the Computational
Materials Science group at LLNL. Tomas has
focused on the application of ab-initio and kinetic
Monte Carlo models in the study of defects and
diffusion in metals and semiconductors, classical
molecular dynamics and kinetic Monte Carlo
models of thin film deposition and growth,
multiscale models of radiation effects in materials,
and the development of multiscale modeling
approaches for simulating plasticity in metals.
Through his work, Tomas has focused on the
development of accurate and efficient algorithms
for massively parallel computations, and the
formulation of experimental studies for the
validation and testing of the computational
approaches and results. He has authored and co-
authored over 130 papers that have been cited over
3300 times. In 2000, Tomas was the chairman of
the Gordon Research Conference on Materials
Processes Far From Equilibrium, which he had co-
founded in 1999. Over the years, Tomas organized
multiple symposia on aspects of computational
materials science for the Materials Research
Society (MRS), as well as a series of tutorials on
the topic of multiscale modeling applications in
materials science. In 2001 he was the co-chair of
the Spring Meeting of the MRS, and chaired the
Rahman Prize committee of DCOMP. In 2002 he
was elected a fellow of the American Physical
Society (DCOMP) and is an elected member of the
Board of Directors of the MRS. In his present
position, Tomas is responsible for developing and
managing a diverse portfolio of highly
interdisciplinary research and technology programs
in the areas of materials science, chemical biology,
nanoscience and nanotechnology, analytical,
nuclear and environmental chemistry,
computational materials science and chemistry, and
chemical engineering.   

Candidate Statement: The tremendous advance
in computer power afforded by powerful
workstations to massively parallel platforms,
coupled with recent theory and algorithm
developments, continues to expand the role of
computational physics in the sciences and
technologies, which are rapidly evolving into
broadly interdisciplinary activities. With the
availability of high performance computing
platforms, teraflop computers are becoming
ubiquitous, and petaflop machines are on the
horizon. The promise of bringing experiments and
computations ever closer together is a reachable
objective. DCOMP, through its leadership and
advocacy, can serve as a leader to bring computing
not only to the traditional branches of physics but
also to bear on and impact the sciences that are
emerging at the boundaries between chemistry,
physics, biology, engineering and materials
science. Organizing workshops and sponsoring
joint meetings with societies such as MRS and ACS
would be an excellent way for DCOMP to
strengthen the required dialogue among these
many branches of science and to cross-fertilize
important and interesting multidisciplinary
problems. As high performance computing
platforms become more ubiquitous, educating the
next generation of scientist in the effective
utilization of these tools becomes paramount.
Developing algorithms that take advantage of
these massively parallel computers is a challenge,
and DCOMP can help by promoting the free
exchange of novel codes and algorithms across
international boundaries, as well as tutorials and
workshops focused on the development and
utilization of such methods. Moreover, DCOMP
should play a strong leadership role by organizing
workshops and meetings that bring together
physical and life scientists with applied
mathematicians and computer scientists to
explore new algorithm approaches and potential
benefits to science of these future platforms.
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Candidates for Members at Large
Carleton DeTar is a
professor of physics at the
University of Utah. He
received an AB degree in
Chemistry and Physics in
1966 from Harvard College
and a PhD in Physics in 1970
from the University of
California, Berkeley. He was
a research associate and then
a member of the physics faculty at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology until he
moved to the
University of Utah in 1978. He was an AP Sloan
Foundation Fellow from 1973 - 1977 and
became a Fellow of the American Physical
Society in 1999. He has served for several years
as Associate Chair of the University of Utah
Physics Department. He regularly teaches
undergraduate and graduate classes in
computational physics to scientists and
engineers. He has been involved in computing
for many decades, having written his first
computer program in 1961 for an IBM 650 at
Florida State University. His research centers on
high energy theoretical physics, specifically, the
solution of quantum chromodynamics through
numerical lattice gauge theory. He collaborates
regularly with colleagues at nearly a dozen
institutions in the US and occasionally, from
abroad. He has served on allocation
boards for US National Science Foundation
centers, chairing the San Diego Supercomputer
Center Allocation Committee from 1994 - 1996.
He has participated in multidisciplinary advisory
review panels for US government support of
computing, most recently SCaLeS and HECRTF.
He is currently an active member of the highly
successful Software Coordinating Committee for
the DOE-supported US SciDAC initiative in
lattice gauge theory, aimed at developing
substantial hardware and software resources for
lattice gauge theory.

Candidate Statement: While computational
methods in physics are playing a dramatically
increasing role in scientific discovery, the rate of
faculty hiring in computational physics has been
slow to respond. Too many exceptionally talented
young computational scientists have difficulty
obtaining the faculty jobs that they deserve. An
important role of the Division of Computational
Physics is to promote awareness among our
unconverted colleagues of the remarkable
achievements of computational science and of the
worthiness of the intellectual challenges involved
in developing effective algorithms. The practice of
cosponsoring sessions at the March meeting offers
a forum for spreading the good word and at the
same time provides an opportunity to promote the
achievements of young computational scientists.
We should also consider alternating with the April
meeting to provide better exposure to other
divisions.

Computational science is inherently
multidisciplinary. Many universities in the US have
created cross-departmental degree programs in
computational science. Often these programs
involve an industrial internship component that
smoothes the way for good students to pursue
careers in industry. The Division of Computational
Physics can help disseminate success stories for
the benefit of universities who may want to start
their own programs.

The subfield of lattice gauge theory has enjoyed
remarkable success in the past several years,
leading to an emerging coherent national effort in
software and hardware to address a host of
fundamental scientific questions. Although the
scientific goals have obviously been the driving
force, and an important enabling factor has been
the development of some key algorithms, working
out the sociological implications of large-scale
organized science has also played an important
role in convincing federal agencies to provide
major. funding. This model obviously is not
appropriate for every subdiscipline of
computational science, but it is a story worth
telling in the hope that others may find similar
success.
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Duane Johnson is a Professor of
Materials Science & Engineering,
Physics, and Mechanical
Engineering at the University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. He
serves as director of the NSF
Materials Computation Center at
the Frederick Seitz Materials
Research Laboratory. He received
his Ph.D. in Physics from the
University of Cincinnati in 1985. After
postdoctoral fellowships at the University of
Bristol with Balazs Gyorffy (1985-86) and the
Naval Research Laboratory with Warren Pickett
through the National Research Council (1987-
88), he joined Sandia National Laboratories,
Livermore, California, in the Computational
Materials Science group as Senior Member of
Technical Staff (1988-97), where he started the
alloy theory effort. He received Award for
Excellence from Sandia in 1993 "For exceptional
efforts in creating the Alloy Theory Program and
for outstanding scientific contributions to the
Electron Theory of Alloys." He was elected
Fellow of the American Physical Society in 2003
for his work on electronic-structure and
thermodynamic methods in disordered alloys. He
received the Xerox Award for Faculty Research
in 2004. His current research topics span several
multidisciplinary areas that permit direct impact
of computational materials science on
characterization experiments, including:
development and applications of electronic-
structure based methods to (1) nanoscience
involving the physics and chemistry at surfaces,
interfaces and supported nanoclusters; and for
(2) prediction of defects, mechanical and
thermodynamic properties in alloys; (3)
multiscale modeling using genetic programming;
and a new method coupling molecular dynamics
into continuum via flux-balance laws within
space-time discontinuous Galerkin finite-element
framework; and (4) occasionally new numerical
algebraic methods. Hence his research involves
several disciplines, varied algorithms and
techniques, and uses of databases, etc., reflecting
much of what the Division of Computational
Physics has become.

Candidate statement: Scientific computing
continues to play an increasingly important role in
explaining critical issues relevant to
characterization experiments and solving key
scientific problems in areas encompassed by the
Division of Computational Physics (DCOMP).
Calculation and simulation has become an equal
partner with experiment and traditional theory to
provide understanding and innovation, with new
examples appearing more and more often.
Because of scientific computing and numerical
analysis needs beyond the scientific issues,
DCOMP is multidisciplinary by its very nature, and
has done a very good job promoting educational
activities and collaborative research, and should
increase these efforts. As interdisciplinary
teamwork is now more the norm for rapid
advance, the community would benefit by
promoting new curricula reflecting the current
field and by facilitating the exchange of
information on new algorithms, computational
techniques programming paradigms, and codes,
as well as training the new generation of
computational scientists, including how to
organize multi-researcher contributions. While
many such efforts abound, it would be worthwhile
to coordinate the efforts having common activities
and goals. As an example, the Materials
Computation Center has active and successful
efforts in many of these areas (e.g., a community
Software Archive, Workshops on current research,
development of toolkits, focused Summer Schools
with lab and lecture components involving active
research areas, and a recent APS March meeting
tutorial). While maintaining DCOMP’s excellence in
its current activities, it would be worthwhile to
integrate such efforts around the DCOMP
community into the DCOMP activities. Along with
those efforts, DCOMP should promote
computationally oriented sessions at APS
meetings, including tutorial-like focused sessions
to aid students and research new to a field. In
these ways the Division will continue to foster the
growth and excellence in interdisciplinary
computational materials science, physics, and
chemistry.
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Matthias Troyer is Professor of
computational physics at the
Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology ETH Zürich. He
received his PhD from ETH
Zürich in 1994, and spent the next
years as a PostDoc, first at the
interdisciplinary project center for
supercomputing in Zürich, and
then at the University of Tokyo in
Japan. He returned to ETH Zürich in 1998 as
lecturer for a new graduate curriculum in
Computational Sciences and Engineering. In
2000 he was awarded an assistant professorship
grant and was elected to a tenured professorship
shortly thereafter. Matthias Troyer’s research has
been primarily in the area of simulations of
strongly correlated quantum systems, using a
wide variety of methods. He is known for his
pioneering large-scale quantum Monte Carlo
simulations of quantum phase transitions in
quantum magnets and bosonic systems, where
novel cluster algorithms combined with parallel
implementations have enabled simulations of
large quantum systems with high accuracy. He
has recently launched an international open-
source software initiative to develop and publish
simulations codes for quantum lattice models. In
interdisciplinary research projects he is
extending his research efforts to generic
algorithms for scientific computing and to
optimized Monte Carlo methods applicable to
many problems from spin systems to protein
folding. Matthias Troyer is a pioneer of Beowulf
cluster computing in Europe, and has been a
member of the Swiss Grid management
committee and president of the Swiss High
Performance Computing Society. He is a
member of the Aspen Center for Physics and
regularly spends longer periods of time in the
United States.

Candidate statement: the growing importance of
computational approaches in physics poses
challenges for education and research, which the
Division of Computational Physics of the APS is
uniquely suited to address. The increased use of
computer simulations is unfortunately not yet
reflected in the standard physics education at
most universities, and the Division of
Computational Physics can help by promoting
education in basic numerical algorithms and
programming techniques as part of modern
physics curricula, and by offering and encouraging
tutorials and summer schools on computational
approaches.

An important focus should be on establishing a
culture of reliable and reproducible numerical
simulations, similar to the high standards of
experimental physics. To work towards this goal
the standardization of data formats for the
exchange and archiving of simulation data can be
an important task for computational physicists and
for the Division of Computational Physics.
Continuing its tradition of interdisciplinary
computational physics meetings and as the most
important professional organization of
computational physicists with members from
around the world, the Division of Computational
Physics should also strive to promote international
connections and to widen the appeal of its
meetings to a worldwide audience. As a member-
at-large, I would be able to contribute experience
with and ties between the computational physics
communities in Europe, Asia and the United
States.
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Oriol T. Valls is a Professor of
Physics at the University of
Minnesota and a Fellow of the
Minnesota Supercomputer
Institute. He earned his
undergraduate degree at the
University of Barcelona, and his
Ph.D. in Physics at Brown
University in 1975. He was then
a postdoctoral Fellow at the
University of Chicago’s James Frank Institute
until 1977, when he was named a Miller Fellow
at the University of California, Berkeley. He
joined the Minnesota Physics Department faculty
in 1978 as an Assistant
Professor, and became a full Professor in 1988.
He was appointed a fellow of the Minnesota
Supercomputer Institute in 1989. He was a
Visiting Professor at Argonne National
Laboratory and (three times) at the University of
Paris, Orsay. He was elected a Fellow of the
American Physical Society in 1998. He is the
author of well over 100 articles in several areas
of Condensed Matter Physics: his
computationally oriented work includes papers
on phase transitions, spinodal decomposition in
fluids, dynamics of glassy systems, finite size
effects in normal and superconductor systems,
nonlinear electrodynamics of unconventional
superconductors, and, most recently, the phase
diagram of superconducting vortex systems in
the presence of pinning, and exact numerical
solution of the Bogoliubov-DeGennes equations
for Ferromagnet-Superconductor
heterostructures.

Candidate statement: Computational Physics is
now a well-established “third branch” of Physics,
on a par with Theory and Experiment and having
deep connections to both. I view as the chief
objectives of the DCOMP to organize the APS
members in this area, to help disseminate their
work and propagate their methodologies, and to
help recruit and train the new members of the
profession, particularly as students are arriving
now with much stronger computational
experience and skills. I look forward to serving the
Division in these endeavors. Because
Computational Physics is so young, it is still
unified: DCOMP is unique; there is no division of
Theoretical Physics or of Experimental Physics in
the APS. Nearly all members of DCOMP also
belong to another APS Division (Condensed
Matter in my case) which encompasses the subject
of their research. But nevertheless, in
Computational Physics we can talk to each other
across subfields, and therefore we provide one of
the vital links that helps keep Physics whole. We
have our own meetings and also activities with
other Divisions, such as the DCOMP sponsored
sessions at the Condensed Matter March meeting.
Both kinds of activities should be fostered.

It is essential to the vitality of Physics that both
this unity and the connections that are reflected in
these multiple memberships be continued and
enhanced.

Modern Challenges for Lattice Gauge Theory

Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
January 10–April 1, 2005
Last week is a conference; see
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/ for more
information

VECPAR'2006

7th International Meeting on High Performance
Computing for Computational Science
http://vecpar.fe.up.pt/2006/
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
July, 10–12, 2006

The DCOMP Home Page
(www.aps.org/units/dcomp/) provides
information about the division's leadership,
policies, and activities. It also contains the
division’s archive, listings of domestic and
international meetings, information on DCOMP
fellows, prizes and awards, and publications.
Please send your additions, corrections and
improvements to the DCOMP Webmaster, Amy
Young, amyoung@uiuc.edu.


